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Innovative iron casting since 1895

THE BRAND IGNIUM
IGNIUM DESIGN

CRAFT

When the three FONDIUM shareholders Matthias Blumentrath, Achim Schneider and Arnd Potthoff took over the two
sites of Georg Fischer AG, Singen and Mettmann, they also
took over the more than 125-year history of a company that
has been involved in the processing of iron since 1895. The
question was asked:
Where is the journey heading in the future?
Maintaining the tradition of a mature company was an obvious choice. As a manufacturer of cast chassis components
for the automotive industry with a worldwide reputation,
our shareholders felt that the time had come to combine the
technical know-how gained from the production process of
iron casting with design. FONDIUM put their promise „rethinking iron casting“ into practice and decided to produce
design objects for the consumer market under their own
brand „IGNIUM“.
Fire (lt. Ignis) is elemental in the melting process of iron and
therefore the eponym of the brand. Under the brand „IGNIUM“, design objects are to be created that make visible all
the characteristics that have always been found in FONDIUM
products:
High quality, sustainably produced and with a unique design. Based on the name, IGNIUM product No. 1 should be
located as close to the fire as possible. Our first TARAN was
born.

#ignium #taran #tarangrill #taranfirebowl #bbq #history
#designproducts #designbrand #taranfirepot #fondium
#taranfire #taranclassic #taranceltic #taranpure #tarangourmet

GRILL & FIREPLACE
TARAN Fire
SIMPLY MAKE FIRE
Finding the right fireplace has always been a little
tricky. The TARAN makes it easy for you. The fire
bowl can be tilted in all directions and the separately adjustable charcoal basket makes it easy to start
a fire quickly. The air circulation between fire bowl
and charcoal basket ensures a controlled burning of
the fire and thus for optimal embers.
Set contains: Fire bowl, adapter, charcoal basket,
short wooden legs
Dimensions: H: 58cm | W: 46cm | L: 77cm | ca. 28 kg

TARAN Pure
SIMPLY MAKE FIRE
Of course, grilling in „caveman style“ is allowed.
This involves cooking the meat or other food directly on the coals. After everyone is no longer hungry,
you simply add more wood and enjoy the time at
the crackling campfire.
Set contains: Fire bowl, adapter, charcoal basket,
long wooden legs
Dimensions: H: 93cm | W: 46cm | L: 77cm | ca. 28 kg

TARAN Fire & Pure

TARAN Pure

TARAN Fire

790,00 €
490,00 €

TARAN Celtic & Classic

TARAN Classic

TARAN Celtic

1.190,00 €
980,00 €

TARAN Celtic
THE FIRE MAKES THE APPETITE
Charcoal, grill grate, let‘s go. This is where the TARAN
is in its element. The unique pattern of the grill
grate not only characterizes the TARAN look, but
also everything that is prepared on it. Every steak
becomes unique. But vegetables or fish can also
get their branding. For all those who are lured out
of their cave by the smell. For grilling, the working
height is perfect. After everyone is no longer hungry,
the barbecue quickly transforms into a fireplace with
the help of the hoist.

Set contains: Fire bowl, adapter, charcoal basket, long
wooden legs and the lifting tool with integrated bottle opener.
In addition 2x grill grate oval and 1x grill grate round.
Dimensions: H: 93cm | W: 46cm | L: 77cm | ca. 40kg

TARAN Classic
AS VERSATILE AS NATURE
The equipment of the TARAN Classic defines outdoor
grilling and cooking in its very own way.
The different inserts, some of them in double version, give you the possibility to prepare different
dishes at the same time. Fry on the left, grill on the
right and steam vegetables in the central vegetable
pan.
The perfect combination is available for every culinary challenge at your disposal. Always with you - the
lifting tool with integrated bottle opener.
It opens bottles of all kinds.

Set contains: Fire bowl, adapter, charcoal basket, long wooden legs
and the lifting tool with integrated bottle opener.
In addition 2x grill grate oval, 1x grill grate round,
1x grill plate oval, 1x grill plate round and vegetable pans.
Dimensions: H: 93cm | W: 46cm | L: 77cm | ca. 40kg

GRILL & FIREPLACE
TARAN Gourmet
FOR OUTDOOR GOURMETS
For all those who want to cook up big under the
open sky. The TARAN Gourmet has everything you
need. The new lid ensures that even large pieces of
meat always stay juicy.
With the thermometer you always keep track of the
temperature development inside the grill.
Our new TARAN Gourmet allows you to prepare
culinary ideas that go beyond grilling and roasting.
Set contains: Fire bowl, adapter, charcoal basket, long wooden
legs and the lifting tool with integrated bottle opener.
In addition 2x grill grate oval, 1x grill grate round,
1x grillplate oval, 1x grill plate round and vegetable pan,
cast iron lid with thermometer.

TARAN Gourmet

TARAN Gourmet

1.490,00 €

GRILL & FIREPLACE
FEINSCHMECKER BY IGNIUM
In cooperation with the gourmet magazine
DER FEINSCHMECKER, we have created another
TARAN edition that leaves nothing to be desired.
With the Feinschmecker by IGNIUM you can
cook up big.
The lid for steaming, cooking and baking allows
you to prepare culinary ideas that go beyond grilling and roasting.
With the thermometer you always keep track of
the temperature development inside the grill. Nothing stands in the way of a gourmet menu here.
To ensure that everything is in order, the TARAN
Rack is also on board. All inserts of the Feinschmecker by IGNIUM have their place here and wait
patiently for their use.
The TARAN cover ensures that the grill remains protected even after the culinary pleasure.
Set contains: Fire bowl, adapter, charcoal basket,
long wooden legs, cast iron lid with thermometer and the
lifting tool with integrated bottle opener.
In addition 2x grill grate oval, 1x grill grate round,
1x grill plate oval, 1x grill plate round and vegetable pan.
Includes TARAN cover and TARAN Rack.

TARAN Feinschmecker by IGNIUM

1.590,00 €

GRILL & FIREPLACE
TARAN Camping
No camping without barbecue
Especially when camping in the great outdoors,
grilling with charcoal is simply part of the experience for many people. That‘s where our TARAN
Camping fits in perfectly.
Due to the two different equipment variants, you
never miss something tasty at camping.
TARAN Camping includes the round grate and
lifting tool or Dutch Oven, which also fit perfectly
with the other models in our TARAN series.
In addition, the variants can be expanded with
the vegetable pan.
With TARAN Camping, you can even create delicious recipes on the go.
Variant 1 consists of the round grill grate with
feet.
Variant 2 consists of the Dutch Oven with feet.

TARAN Camping

TARAN Camping variant 1

98,00 €

TARAN Camping variant 2

229,00 €

TARAN ACCESSORIES
DESIGN

CRAFT

There are different inserts for the TARAN - for every culinary challenge the
perfect combination is available.
The extensive set of professional grill inserts in cast-iron quality
leaves nothing to be desired and always provides the right
basis for every taste.
1

Grill grate | oval
Its distinctive Celtic floral texture is suitable for anything that
prefers direct heat and can be used on both sides.

2

Grill grate | round
The perfect enlargement of the grill surface in combination
with the oval big brother.

3

Grill plate | oval
For everything that may sizzle in its own juice. Just like the grill grate, can be used on both sides.

4

Grill plate | round
The central small island for frying or just the extension to the grill
plate oval.

5

Vegetable pan | round
Whether desserts or soups and sauces. Everything that needs its
own area finds a place here.

6

Wok ring
Cast iron wok ring for the use of a wok in the
central grill surface.

7

Lifting tool
This allows all inserts to be quickly changed or lifted, with integrated bottle opener.

TARAN Accessories

1

94,00 €

2

59,00 €

5

69,00 €

6

29,00 €

7

49,00 €
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Innovative iron casting since 1895

GRILL & FIREPLACE
TARAN Rack
The TARAN Rack is a cast iron stand and the parking
place for all TARAN grill inserts.
This silent servant helps in changing and combining
the grill plates and grill grates just by its presence and
steadiness.
It is easy to clean and always at hand.

TARAN Cover
The TARAN cover is not only stylish, but protects the
TARAN from moisture dirt, rain, dust and snow.
The TARAN cover was developed in collaboration
with the sustainable outdoor outfitter VAUDE and
fits over every TARAN with long legs.

TARAN Cove in gray
The TARAN cover in gray protects your TARAN from
wind, rain, heat and frost. It fits on every grill variant
and is a real eye-catcher due to the elegant gray.
The cover is only available in limited quantities.

TARAN Rack & Covers

119,00 €

98,00 €

78,00 €

GRILL & FIREPLACE
IGNIUM BBQ Apron
The IGNIUM BBQ Apron is a real must-have for all
BBQ fans and TARAN owners.
The robust leather apron is processed in high quality
and impresses with beautiful brass elements.

IGNIUM BBQ Gloves
The IGNIUM BBQ Gloves are heatgloves from the
iron foundry and are made of sebatan leather.
Due to the IGNIUM logo and the bright color they
are not only extremely heat-resistant, but also
a real eye-catcher.
The IGNIUM BBQ Gloves are available in one
size fits all.

TARAN BBQ apron & BBQ gloves

45,00 €

119,00 €

TARAN Gourmet

TARAN Classic

TARAN Fire

TARAN Classic & TARAN Dutch Oven

TARAN Classic & TARAN Dutch Oven & TARAN Rack

TARAN Dutch Oven

DUTCH OVEN
Dutch Oven
The TARAN Dutch Oven - whether placed directly
in the hot coals, hung on a hook over the fire or
on the grill - the TARAN Dutch Oven likes it hot.
Whether soups and stews, braising meat or baking
bread - dishes in the Dutch Oven are not only easy
to prepare, but they are also particularly tasty and
juicy.
For the top heat hot coals are placed on the cast
iron lid. Its even heat distribution and ability to
retain heat makes the TARAN Dutch Oven irreplaceable at the campfire.
But even away from Wild West romance, this allrounder has its place if you give it what it needs - a
proper fire.
So you can also use the Dutch Oven in the kitchen
for cooking, boiling or baking. Whether in the oven
or on an induction stove - this cast-iron hotspur also
cuts a fine figure here.

10 YEARS
WARRANTY

TARAN Dutch Oven

TARAN Dutch Oven

190,00 €

INDUCTION

GAS

ELECTRIC STOVE

OVEN

GRILL

OPEN FIRE

WITH A CLEAR CONSCIENCE.
TARAN | GRILL & FIREPLACE
Sustainable production begins with the raw materials. The TARAN is made of iron and wood. Black
Forest oak wood is the renewable raw material
that provides us with the legs for the TARAN. Their
short journey gives them a slim CO² footprint and
that is important to us.
The iron from which we cast the TARAN is delivered
regionally as recycled material and finds its new purpose in this cycle.
Barbecuing with wood is CO² neutral.

IGNIUM DESIGN ∞ CRAFT
is a brand of the FONDIUM Group GmbH
Flurstraße 15-17 | 40822 Mettmann
Germany

